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The difference in beds
Your bedding retailer cannot stock every bed 
that is available so their selection is carefully 

made to give a comfort quality and price 
range established from his extensive 

experience, usually over many years of 
satisfying peoples bedding needs.

Your task is to choose a bed that you 
find comfortable and suits your budget. 
Price is more often than not a measure   
of quality. Your assessment of comfort 

will usually be measured against the 
bed you are currently sleeping in , our 

recommendation is to choose a bed 
that is slightly firmer rather than softer 

than you are used to.

The manufacturer of this product is 
a member factory of the world wide 

Therapedic group who co-operate in the 
development of the latest technology 

for use in the bedding industry. 
Therapedic manufacture an extensive 

range of products each with there own 
unique features and benefits.

“Contouring 
for optimum 

support 
and comfort 

providing 
you with 

the ultimate 
nights sleep.”

All layers are ensuring long life usage 
without breakdown.

TOP 
LAYER

Open Cell soy base Visco for free airflow and temperature 
control. Contouring your body to reduce pressure points 
and optimum support.

CORE 
LAYER

5 Zone Pocket Spring ensuring minimal partner 
disturbance and air flow.

EcoTouch is an environmentally 
friendly line of mattresses made 
from Soy based materials.

The Tommy Bahama EcoTouch 
collection is made from uniquely 
layered Soy Visco foam and 
pocketed coiled springs.

The top layer of foam is a visco 
and features unique surface 
modifications designed to improve 
firmness and increase comfort. 
The mid layer consists of a 5 zone 
pocket spring to minimize partner 
disturbance. Zoning in this spring 
unit provides support in the  
lumber region as well as essential 
edge support.

Mattress Layers Explained

Quality Guarantee 
Each Therapedic product is fully guaranteed against 

faulty workmanship and materials 
up to 15 years. Check with your retailer 

for more information.
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bases


